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JOHN MICHAEL JENSEN, State Bar No. 176813
LAW OFFICES OF JOHN MICHAEL JENSEN
11500 West Olympic Blvd., Suite 550
Los Angeles, CA 90064
Telephone: (310)312-1100
johnjensen(^ohnmjensen. com

Attorneys for Plaintiffs Robert Marzec, et al.,
individually and on behalf of a class of
others similarly situated

SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

FOR THE COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES

ROBERT MARZEC, an individual; RACHEL
HEALY, an individual; BENJAMIN
ESPARZA, an individual; JEFFREY E.
ANDERT, an individual; NEIL MacLAREN,
an individual; RANDY SLAUGHTER, an
individual; and HENRY BROWN, an
individual; and on behalf of a class of others

similarly situated.

Plaintiffs,

vs.

CALIFORNIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES'

RETIREMENT SYSTEM (CalPERS),
BOARD OF ADMINISTRATION OF

CALIFORNIA PUBLIC EMPLOYEES'

RETIREMENT SYSTEM,

Defendants.

Case No.: BC 461887

[Consolidated with BC 480695]

CLASS ACTION

(Assigned to the Hon. Maren E. Nelson,
Department SSC-17, for all purposes)

FIRST DECLARATION OF JOHN

MICHAEL JENSEN IN SUPPORT OF

PLAINTIFFS' SUPPLEMENTAL BRIEF

RE MOTION FOR CLASS

CERTIFICATION

Date:

Time:

Department:

Trial Date:

Complaint Filed:

September 28,2018
9:00 am

SSC-17

None

May 18,2011

I, JOHN MICHAEL JENSEN, declare as follows:

1. The statements herein are based upon my personal knowledge and if called to

testify under oath in court 1 could and would so testify.

2. I am over 18 years old. I am counsel of record for Plaintiffs herein and have been
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since this lawsuit was filed.

3. I make this declaration in support of Plaintiffs' Supplemental Brief In Support of

Motion for Class Certification.

4. Specifically, I submit this declaration in support of the Supplemental Briefto

address (i) CalPERS' production of Touchpoint, MyCalPERS, or Workflow (hereinafter

collectively "Touchpoint") computer entries concerning the 171 individuals CalPERS has

identified as putative members of the "total loss" subclass;' (ii) the declaration statements and

deposition testimony of CalPERS employees Mindy Fox and Nova Horton; (iii) CalPERS'

misrepresentations and distortions of the content of CalPERS' employees putative oral statement:

in its Opposition and prior pleadings; and (iv) to authenticate documents received in discovery,

in particular the Touchpoint records.

5. I prepared a multi-page chart, attached as Exhibit 1, that summarizes my review

of the Touchpoint entries and my findings. The chart has three parts:

•  The first section of the chart is an overview.

•  The second section of the chart summarily delineates (i) the 162 class members

where the absence of Touchpoint entries containing any warnings or disclosure

before contracting is evidence that no warnings or disclosure were provided to

them, (ii) the Touchpoint entries of six individual that indicate that the service

credit "may not benefit" them but who were not told of the risk of loss or "no

refunds", and (iii) the third set of three individual told that there was risk of "no

refunds".

•  The third section of the chart contains a summary of the Touchpoint entries for

the six who received "may not benefit" disclosures but were not told about the

risk of loss or "no refunds, and the three who were told there was a risk of "no

refunds."

CalPERS' December 2016 confidential chart listed 175 "total loss" members who invested after
2003, but 4 of them invested in both military time and airtime, meaning the chart actually
referred to only 171 individuals in that subclass. 162 of them were not given any disclosure pre
contract. 6 were given inadequate wamings. 3 were told of "no refunds."
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6. I prepared the chart in Exhibit 1 to assist the Court based on my review of all of

the Touchpoint notes.

7. In addition, the actual Touchpoint entries for the 6 members who received

inadequate warnings are in Exhibit 2. The Touchpoint notes for the 3 members who received

"no refimds" notices are in Exhibit 3.

8. I did not provided all of the Touchpoint notes for the other 162 individuals

because they do not indicate warnings. However, to show how the absence of warnings before

contracting would be displayed in Touchpoint, I provided a random sample of the Touchpoints

notes of 4 of the 162 members who received no disclosure and no warning before contracting in

Exhibit 4.

9. Because this declaration discusses information and documents produced by

CalPERS under protective order, I am lodging the complete unredacted declaration under seal,

and then separately filing a redacted version of the declaration omitting specific information

covered by the protective order.

10. I am providing the complete {unredacted) declaration and exhibits to the Court

under seal so that it may review the confidential information in connection with its ruling on

Plaintiffs' Motion for Class Certification.

Production of Toucbpoint Entries on Putative Members of the "Total Loss" Subclass

11. On June 16, during a second Informal Discovery Conference held to discuss

CalPERS' production of Touchpoint entries on putative class members to Plaintiffs, the Court

ordered CalPERS to produce all Touchpoint entries on the members of the "total loss" subclass.

12. This occurred after CalPERS previously produced only a single entry on a class

member, together with Touchpoint entries for 26 individuals who are not members of the

putative class. The Court opined that the records on the 26 «o«-class members were irrelevant

and ordered CalPERS to produce records for all those individuals CalPERS previously identified

as members of the "total loss" subclass.

13. Between July 25 and August 4,2018, CalPERS belatedly produced a total of

3,528 pages of documents for the 171 "total loss" subclass members, each containing multiple
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Touchpoint entries per page.

14. I reviewed each and every one of the numerous separate entries on all 3,528 pages

of Touchpoint records produced by CalPERS. I reviewed them in part to understand what

CalPERS employees were communicating about their oral communications and interactions with

or about the 171 "total loss" subclass members.

15. In order to summarize what I found through that review, I have prepared the

demonstrative chart attached hereto as Exhibit 1 and I discuss those findings below. I have also

attached selected copies of the 3,528 pages of Touchpoint records as Exhibits 2 through 6 to

illustrate examples of my findings.

16. 1 have also attached copies of a number of CalPERS documents as Exhibits 7

through 11 which describe the purposes of CalPERS' Touchpoint/MyCalPERS/Workflow

systems and the expectation that employees will contemporaneously prepare written entries

summarizing the substance of all interactions with CalPERS members or about those members.

17. And 1 have attached excerpts from the deposition of Mindy Fox and Nova Horton,

taken May 24 and June 12,2018, respectively, as Exhibits 12 and 13 to discuss Fox's and

Morton's use of Touchpoint and to refute specific claims made by CalPERS and by Fox and

Horton in their Declarations submitted by CalPERS in support of that Opposition.

18. All of the exhibits are discussed more fully and authenticated below.

CalPERS' Long-Standing Policy and Procedure re Preparation of Touchpoint Entries

19. CalPERS's policy and procedure requires all employees who interact with

CalPERS members on the telephone, through email, orally, in writing, or in person at CalPERS'

offices to contemporaneously prepare written entries to record and to memorialize the substance

of those interactions. These entries are maintained in CalPERS' computer database systems

called Touchpoint, MyCalPERS, or Workflow. All of the Touchpoint entries have since been

converted and incorporated in the MyCalPERS computer database from which they are easily

accessible. (Fox testimony, Exhibit 12, 82:9-16; Horton testimony, Exhibit 13,56:25-57:3.)

20. For example, Exhibit 7, an August 22,2003 CalPERS Circular Letter sent to all

CalPERS-contracting governmental agencies discusses the creation of a new CalPERS automatic
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recording system called Workflow in 2003. It describes how the Workflow system "creates a

computerized case record of all customer service calls, correspondence, and emails along with

details such as who made the inquiry, when, the agent who serviced the inquiry, and what

information was provided to assist the person making the inquiry." (Exhibit 7, pg. 2.)

21. Mindy Fox confirmed that the description of Workflow is accurate and that she

believes the Workflow system has been in existence since at least 2003 and that the Workflow

entries are currently stored in Touchpoint and MyCalPERS. (Exhibit 12,76:25-78:13; 82:9-16.)

22. Exhibit 8 is a CalPERS document called "Call Documentation Guide." It is

written guidance for CalPERS employees on CalPERS' policies for the preparation of

Touchpoint entries for all telephonic, in-person, or other interactions with CalPERS members.

23. Since 1998, CalPERS' policy and practice, as manifest in the Call Documentation

Guide, has been to require each CalPERS employee to record the substance of any written, oral,

or other interaction with a member in the Touchpoint database at or near the time of the event.

(Exhibit 8.)

24. The Call Documentation Guide makes the point at the outset that the existence of

such entries "ensures the resolution provided is accurate and complete based on the customer's

[i.e., member's] individual situation," "enables CSOD team members to ask probing questions in

case the customer may not know the questions to ask," "assists with First call resolution and next

inquiry avoidance by ensuring the customer doesn't have to contact us again with follow-up

questions," and "provides historical tracking of a customer's account for future inquiries."

(Exhibit 8, Bates No. CALPERS 064026.)

25. The Call Documentation Guide instructs CalPERS employees that "it is important

to provide [in Touchpoint entries] any additional information you think would be helpful to

further detail the interaction or inquiry if it is not apparent in the inquiry details selected. These

notes are required for every inquiry you work on and could help you or other CalPERS staff to

resolve this task or another task this inquiry may be associated." (Exhibit 8, Bates No.

CALPERS 064036.)

26. In the section of the Call Documentation Guide discussing "Writing Notes
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Guidelines," it says that CalPERS staff "write notes to document interactions with members,

employers, and internal staff. These notes not only provide the result of the interaction, but also

serve as a historical record. Write notes that follow appropriate guidelines in order to serve all

CalPERS internal customers by delivering clear and professional messages to affected staff in

various divisions; assist our legal staff in preparing for litigation and understanding the history of

a particular case. File notes may be used as evidence by CalPERS attorneys and/or opposing

counsel; and accurately document our work to prevent ambiguities, misunderstandings or false

understandings." (Exhibit 8, Bates No. CALPERS 064048-049.)

27. The Call Documentation Guide also indicated that the Touchpoint entries are

legal documents that can be used in court by CalPERS or the opposing counsel to prove the

existence or nonexistence of an event. (Exhibit 8, Bates Nos. CALPERS 064048-049.)

28. CalPERS also prepared materials to train its staff employees in the purposes and

uses of the Touchpoint system. For example. Exhibit 9 is a CalPERS document called "Course:

Writing Notes in MyCalPERS, Facilitator's Guide." Exhibit 10 is another CalPERS document

called "Course: Writing Notes in MyCalPERS, Learner Guide." Both documents were created in

2013. (Exhibit 9, Bates No. CALPERS 064061.)

29. Although CalPERS did not produce any written policies and procedures re the

preparation of Touchpoint entries dated earlier than April 2013, Fox and Horton admitted that

CalPERS required its employees to record the substance of both sides of any interaction, call,

email, communication, call, letter, or response with a member in its databases such as SmartDesk

(precursor of Touchpoint), Touchpoint Notes, or MyCalPERS since before 1998. (Exhibit 12,

57:7-58:19; Exhibit 13,60:20-62:20.) They admitted that all of those entries have been

converted and are now present as Touchpoints notes in MyCalPERS that can be reviewed easily

and quickly in their everyday work. (Exhibit 12, 82:9-16; Exhibit 13, 56:25-57:3.)

30. Fox testified that the core functions of Touchpoint entries, especially the

requirement that CalPERS employees document the substance of all interactions with CalPERS

members in the Touchpoint or similar computer database systems, have been in existence at least

since Fox began her employment at CalPERS in 1998. (Exhibit 12, 57:7-58:19.)
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Expectation That All CalPERS Employees Followed the Touchpoint Policies

31. Both Fox and Horton also explained that they believed and relied on the fact that

their fellow CalPERS employees followed the same policies to record the substance of all

communications and otherwise memorialize the interactions concerning recording, searching,

review and preparation of Touchpoint entries.

32. Fox testified that she believed she consistently followed the Touchpoint policies

concerning recording the substance of all of her interactions with members, and expected other

CalPERS employees to follow the same policies when they prepared their entries. (Exhibit 12,

81:17-82:2.)

33. Horton testified that as part of her job, she relied on prior Touchpoint notes

written by other CalPERS employees and stored electronically in Touchpoint or MyCalPERS to

process rollovers, make decisions, and to help her understand what had occurred in prior

transactions with specific members in order to do her work based on the information stored in

Touchpoint and MyCalPERS. (Exhibit 13, 72:20-74:20.)

Other CalPERS Documents Recounting the Touchpoint Policies and Procedures

34. When CalPERS makes an administrative decision regarding a member's pension

rights or benefits, it often leads to an appeal by the member and a formal administrative

proceeding conducted by the Office of Administrative Hearings to adjudicate that appeal. At the

end of the administrative hearing, the Administrative Law Judge issues a Proposed Decision.

CalPERS' Legal Office prepares Staff Arguments presented to the CalPERS Board of

Administration about whether to accept or reject the Proposed Decision. There is a hearing

before the Board, and CalPERS issues a Final Decision. All of this takes place pursuant to the

Administrative Procedures Act (Government Code, §§11340, et seq.) and CalPERS' goveming

statutes and regulations.

35. I showed both Fox and Horton copies of seven (7) separate Proposed Decisions,

Staff Arguments, Final Decisions, and transcripts of administrative or Board hearings. Each of

the documents sets forth CalPERS' policy concerning the preparation and use of Touchpoint

entries. Copies of the cover sheets and the relevant pages of the seven documents are attached
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here collectively as Exhibit 11.

36. Although neither Fox nor Horton recalled seeing the documents included in

Exhibit 11, both testified that the statements in the documents about recording the substance of

the interactions and the preparation and use of Touchpoint entries are consistent with their own

understanding and practice concerning documenting the content of any interaction with a

member in Touchpoint entries, and that the policy and practice has remained the same over their

history of employment with CalPERS at least since 1998 (Fox) or 2003 (Horton). (Exhibit 12,

58:20-75:12; Exhibit 13, 144:2-153:10.)

Lack of Touchpoint Entries is Deemed Evidence bv CalPERS the Event Did Not Occur

37. As noted above, the Call Documentation Guide (Exhibit 8) explains that one

purpose of Touchpoint notes is to "assist our legal staff in preparing for litigation and

understanding the history of a particular case. File notes may be used as evidence by CalPERS

attorneys and/or opposing counsel; and accurately document our work to prevent ambiguities,

misunderstandings or false understandings." (Exhibit 8, Bates No. CALPERS 064049.)

38. Fox was shown a copy of the CalPERS Legal Office's September 21, 2016

"Staffs Argument in the Matter of the Statement of Issues of CHRISTIAN CANALES,

Respondent", and specifically the statement in it that" When a member contacts CalPERS, staff

documents the contact in the Customer Touch Point System, CTP notes. The CTP notes show no

entries for any contact between respondent and CalPERS during May or June." (Exhibit 11, pg.

9.) Fox testified that when there is a question about whether something happened and there is no

entry in Touchpoint, "my assumption would be that there was no contact."(Exhibit 12, 62:10-

64:2.)

39. Other documents in Exhibit 11 confirm CalPERS' practice of interpreting the lack

of Touchpoint entries on a given event or subject as evidence that the event did not occur or the

subject was not raised, including in the appeals of Marilyn G. Johnson and Joshua Johnson

(Exhibit 11, pg. 19); Darryl Hurt and Timothy Bacon {Id., pgs. 24-25); and Lisa Hilder {Id., pgs

28-29). Each of the documents recounts examples of where the absence of Touchpoint entries

was considered evidence contradicting the claims of appellants.
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Analysis of the 3.528 pases of Touchpoint Entries;

40. I reviewed each of the numerous separate Touchpoint entries on all 3,528 pages o

Touchpoint records produced by CalPERS. I reviewed them in part in order to gain an

understanding of what CalPERS employees were orally disclosing and including in the

Touchpoint entries they prepared about their interactions with or about the 171 "total loss"

subclass members.

41. As part of that review, 1 specifically looked for any evidence of whether class

members were warned orally or in writing about the risk of loss, no refunds, or other potential

detriments of the military/airtime investments prior to the time of investment. I was quickly and

easily able to determine the date of investment based on CalPERS' December 2016 confidential

chart, as well as the content of the individual Touchpoint entries which recorded when

investment Elections were received.

42. I directed the preparation of the demonstrative chart attached as Exhibit 1 to

summarize my findings.

43. As shown in the chart, the most important finding was that CalPERS did not

inform the vast majority of people in the "total loss" subclass about the risks of investing in

military/airtime before contracting. Specifically:

•  162 members received no written or oral disclosure, warning, or notice of the risk

of loss, "no refunds", IDR offset, seizure, or other adverse term,

• Only three (3) received warnings before investment that if they invested and later

retired with IDR, they faced the risk that they would receive no refund of any

money already paid for the investment, and at most could potentially stop future

installments if the investment would not increase their overall pension. (Exhibit

3.) All of these, however, received the warnings only after beginning the process

of applying for IDR before they had invested in military/airtime.

• Six (6) received deficient and inadequate disclosures that simply said the

investment "might not benefit" them but said nothing about "no refunds" or about

how they could not get a return of any of the investment money already paid.
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(Exhibit 2.) Plaintiffs will ask the Court to rule on whether those disclosures

constituted satisfactory "knowing warnings" before investment or not.

•  The other 162 "total loss" subclass members received no warning whatsoever

prior to investing in military/airtime.

44. The chart in Exhibit 1 summarizes these findings. To provide context, I have

attached the totality of all of the Touchpoint notes for the 6 members with inadequate disclosures

(Exhibit 2) and the 3 members that were informed "no refunds" (Exhibit 3) before contracting.

45. Over 98% of the "total loss" subclass received no meaningful disclosure of risk

and loss before investing. (Exhibit 1.)

46. I did a further analysis of the 162 who received no disclosure of risk before

investing and found that 61 of them did not learn of the risk of loss until long after they were

already in the process of applying for IDR. 52 of them learned about the "no refund" provisions

of Government Code 21037 only after they were deemed disabled. 49 of the 162 never had any

disclosures whatsoever noted in their Touchpoint entries. (Exhibit 1.)

47. None of the 162 members who received no disclosures before investment had

Touchpoint entries before investment that used the terms "loss", "risk", "no refund", "not

benefit", "irrevocable", or Government Code §21037 or §21039.

48. To give the Court a sense of the content of Touchpoint entries up to the point of

investment, I am attaching samples of entries for 4 separate individuals, randomly chosen from

those who received no warnings whatsoever before investing, as Exhibit 4. As shown by the

entries, some of these individuals had only 3 or 4 interactions with CalPERS staff about

military/airtime before submitting Election forms. Others had as many as a dozen or more such

interactions. All of those interactions involved little more than inquiries about how to invest,

requests for cost estimates, requests for extensions of time to file Election documents and similar

interactions. (Exhibit 4.)

49. 1 also found that the Touchpoint entries for the 171 "total loss" subclass were

authored by literally scores of separate CalPERS employees. The uniform lack of warnings

before contracting, regardless of who did the Touchpoint entries, indicates to me that there was
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no expectation of CalPERS employees to issue disclosures or warnings orally before contracting

50. Mindy Fox admitted that she did not have lengthy discussions with members

about how the investment contract was irrevocable and that investment in military/airtime might

not benefit them if they later retired with IDR unless either (1) a member asked about the IDR

risk or (2) she could see that the member was already in the process of applying for IDR.

(Exhibit 12,174:9-177:23.)

51. Instead, Fox testified that if the member did not ask about the IDR risk and was

not already applying for IDR, her disclosure and discussion with them was much briefer and

abbreviated. {Ibid.) She excused her own failure to warn them about the risk by blaming the

members themselves, opining that they assumed that they would retire on a service retirement.

(Exhibit 12,172:25-175:19.)^ Fox seemed to acknowledge that the IDR risk was latent, not

clear, and unexpected, but did not clarify the risk for them.

52. Fox also testified that "my general habit if there's an issue or something that ~ if

there's a long conversation about something, then I would definitely note it so that if the member

contacted CalPERS later, it would ~ yeah, there would be no question." (Exhibit 12, 177:6-10.)

Refuting the Claims of Mindv Fox and Nova Horton

53. CalPERS introduced Declarations from Mindy Fox, a CalPERS Retirement

Program Specialist ("RPS"), and from Nova Horton, formerly an RPS and now a manager, as

part of CalPERS Opposition to the class certification motion. CalPERS seeks to use the two

Declarations to support CalPERS' claim that its employees orally informed prospective investors

in military/airtime of the risks of loss, no refunds, and other potential detriments of the

investment contract.

54. I deposed Mindy Fox on May 24, 2018.

55. I deposed Nova Horton on June 12, 2018.

56. What follows is a summary of key aspects of Fox's and Horton's deposition

testimony, including how their testimony contradicts central claims made by CalPERS, Fox and

2  If true, her belief that they made faulty assumptions made it all the more important that
CalPERS alerted those members to the risk of loss on IDR and no refunds if they retired on IDR.
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Horton in Fox's and Horton's Declarations and CalPERS' Opposition to class certiflcation. I have

also attached relevant copies of the deposition transcripts of Fox and Horton as Exhibits 15 and

16, respectively, so that the Court can see for itself.

Deposition Testimony of Mindv Fox

57. Fox admitted in deposition testimony that she did not disclose any risk of loss

before contracting, claiming that no one suffered a risk of losing their money because the money

was still on deposit with CalPERS. (Exhibit 12, 170:1-171:2.) She later said she believed

members' investment money funded their IDR, but also said that she did not and would not have

disclosed this because she could not imagine members asking about it. (Exhibit 12,171:18-

172:13.)

58. Instead, Fox told safety members the military/airtime contract was a "final"

agreement. She said that saying the agreement was "final" was sufficient, because one could not

change a "final" agreement. To Fox, "final" implied "no refunds," but she did not elaborate on

the use of the word "final" with members and did not disclose that it meant "no refunds."

(Exhibit 12, 166:15-167:1, 168:7-169:25,209:23-213:9.) She also testified that the word

"irrevocable" in the Election documents referred to actuarial costs. (Exhibit 12, 182:2-15.)

59. Fox also testified that she was not familiar with Government Code §21037, the

statute that CalPERS cites for its authority to bar refunds of any monies already paid for military

airtime. She was unable to cite to any other statutory authority for CalPERS' "no refunds"

position. (Exhibit 12,213:10-217:9.)

60. As explained above in paragraphs 60-61, Fox freely described providing

substantially different information to a safety member already applying for IDR as compared to

one who was simply looking to invest in military/airtime. (Exhibit 12,174:9-177:23.) In the case

of those inquiring about military/airtime but not yet considering or applying for IDR, Fox

focused her discussion on the cost of the military/airtime. (Exhibit 12, 165:11-16.)

61. When asked why she explained things differently to those considering or applying

for IDR, with those who were simply interested in investing in military/airtime. Fox denied the

differences and lacked candor on her own responsibility to disclose the real risks to them.
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1  (Exhibit 12, 174:16-175:1.)

2  Analysis of Fox's Entries in the Touchpoint Entries for the "Total Loss" Subclass

3  62. Fox authored Touchpoint entries for four "total loss" members. Copies of all of

4  those entries are attached in Exhibit 5.

5  63. Fox's Touchpoint entries for two of the "total loss" members took place when they

6  each came into the Glendaie office and she processed their IDR applications. Fox's Touchpoint

7  notes say nothing at all about the impact of IDR retirement on their military/airtime investments.

8  (Exhibit 5, Bates Nos. CALPERS 064830, 066523.)

9  64. Fox's Touchpoint entry for a third "total loss" memorializes when the member

10 came into the Glendaie office to submit his IDR application, but the entry also notes that the

11 member brought a written request to stop payment on his airtime purchase because it was not

12 beneficial to him under an IDR retirement. Even though the Election for airtime had been made

13 more than a year earlier. Fox's Touchpoint note still says nothing about the impact of IDR

14 retirement on his airtime investment. (Exhibit 5, Bates Nos, CALPERS 067699, 067700.)

15 65. Fox's Touchpoint entries for the fourth "total loss" member record that he was

16 approaching 50 years old, expected to retire with IDR, but believed he would benefit from the

17 new actuarial factors of Government Code §21400 under the pending Public Employees' Pension

18 Reform Act or PEPRA, and so was interested in investing in airtime. (Exhibit 8, Bates Nos.

19 CalPERS 066923,066924 and 066927.) One of Fox's six separate Touchpoint entries reads

20 "explnd that this will not benefit him if he ends up having to retire on IDR prior to age 50"

21 (Bates No. CALPERS 066927) but none of her entries say anything about "no refunds" or the

22 impact of Government Code §21037. Plaintiffs have therefore identified this as one of the

23 deficient and inadequate disclosures and have included it as well in Exhibit 2.

24 Fox Testimony About All Classes. Presentations, and Webinars Being Scripted

25 66. Fox relied on written documents and gave them, to members "as often as possible,

2 6 that's ~ to me that makes sense because then they're not just taking my word for it.(Exhibit 12,

27 91:13-22.)

28 67. Fox served on the CalPERS committee that developed the scripts for CalPERS.
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(Exhibit 12, 132:2-134:21.) CalPERS writes the scripts for its employees to follow when giving

the presentations and "classes". The scripts provide "the content of what to say when the slide is

up". (Exhibit 12, 132:2-134:21.)

68. Fox said that CalPERS employees used scripts for presentations and classes.

(Exhibit 12, 99:13-25, 125:12-126:8.) The scripts are "basic script of what we would say in

a-presentation, but then these [additional scripted questions and answers] were additional notes

so in case a question came up, we would have reference". (Exhibit 12, 99:13-25.) Fox kept a

copy ofthirty page CalPERS Script Reference Notes on her desk. (Exhibit 12, 100:1-101:19.)

69. Fox clarified that all of CalPERS presentations, classes, and other discussions

were scripted with the same slides, and CalPERS presenters were required to describe what was

on the slide, and every class also had a workbook. (Exhibit 12,109:13-21; See also 2"'^ Jensen

Deal., Exh. 8-23.)

70. Fox clarified that all of the information given in a class, presentations, webinar or

orally is required to be consistent with CalPERS written information, the script and slide.

(Exhibit 12, 124:3-129:22, 157:1-160:4.)

71. Fox admitted that the scripts, webinars, presentations, slides, and workbooks for

webinars, presentations, classes, etc. do not mention "risk of loss", "irrevocable," much less other

risks. (Exhibit 12, 192:25-195:16; see also 2"'' Jensen Decl., Exh. 8-23.)

Deposition Testimony of Nova Horton

72. Nova Horton estimated she has testified in six separate CalPERS administrative

hearings in her career. (Exhibit 13, 85:9-86:17.) She could not recall the basic details of five of

those where she testified at length (Exhibit 13, 130:18-144:1), but vividly and happily recalled

that "we [i.e. CalPERS] won." {Ibid.) She chose to attend the CalPERS Board meetings where

each of those administrative decisions was approved by the Board. {Ibid.)

73. Horton reviewed and answered specific text inquiries from other CalPERS

employees in Workflow. (Exhibit 13, 55:5-58:5.) Workflow automatically recorded the

substance of member questions and has done so since at least 2003. (Exhibit 13, 60:20-63:4)

However, based on my review of the 3,528 pages of Touchpoint entries produced by CalPERS
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for the "total loss" subclass, there are no Touchpoint entries in any of those 3,528 pages where

Horton documented before contracting that she answered any member questions about the risks

related to military/airtime, or disclosed a risk, "no refunds" or irrevocability pre-contracting.

74. Horton testified that everybody at CalPERS "always" disclosed that the

investment contracts were irrevocable. (Exhibit 13, 196:8-197:5.) The Touchpoint entries,

however, do not contain any evidence of this. Based on my review of the 3,528 pages of

Touchpoint entries, the word "irrevocable" never appears in any of the Touchpoint entries for a

"total loss" class member up to the time each of them invested in military/airtime.

75. Horton was one of the CalPERS employees specifically trained in and assigned to

review and approve member rollovers of funds from their 457,401(k) or other tax deferred

retirement accounts used to help pay the cost of a military/airtime investment. (Exhibit 13,

36:17-39:9.) She would review the Election documents submitted by a member to invest in

military/airtime, make sure that they had completed the documents correctly, make sure that any

checks for the rollover of tax deferred retirement accounts matched the information in the

Election documents, etc. (Exhibit 13,46:8-56:24, 168:10, 170:18.) She estimated that she

approved as many as 150 such requests per day. (Exhibit 13, 168:10-170:18.)

76. Horton testified that when she received a request to approve such a rollover, she

pulled up and reviewed the prior Touchpoint notes related to that individual to check if there was

anything she needed to be aware of before acting on the request. (Exhibit 13, 69:16-75:10.) She

explained that she could pull up all of the Touchpoint entries related to the specific member for

review. (Ibid) Based on my review of the 3,528 pages of Touchpoint entries, this means Horton

would have been able to see whether any prior entries contained notes indicating that a CalPERS

employee had disclosed the risk of investment, irrevocability, the "no refunds" policy, or other

detriments associated with military/airtime investment.

77. If she checked, Horton would have seen that the Touchpoint entries did not show

any disclosure of risk or "may not benefit" to the safety members.

78. However, there are no Touchpoints where Horton disclosed risks before

contracting, even though she said that she reviewed the notes before approval. In all of those
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cases, it is clear that Horton did not explain "that members that took a disability retirement

before the service retirement age may not benefit," (Horton Dec!, 1:24-25.). In fact, no

Touchpoints or Workflow entries support that Horton informed anyone even once before

contracting, much less always. Instead she approved the rollovers—as many as 150 a day—

without ensuring the member knew risks and without disclosing the risks herself. (Exhibit 13,

168:23-169:21.)

79. Horton was at least partially responsible for sending out the 21037 waiver of

refund letters after disability. She admitted that those letters were never sent before contracting,

80. After a CalPERS member was deemed to be industrially disabled and granted an

IDR retirement, and if the member was paying for their military/airtime investment by

installment payments that would not increase their pension, Horton sent Government Code

§21037 waiver letters. (Exhibit 15.) Horton memorialized this in detail in Touchpoint entries.

(Exhibit 13,220:1-221:3.)

81. 1 have reviewed Horton's Touchpoint entries concerning the Exhibit 15 waiver

letters. 1 reviewed Horton's extensive Touchpoint entries about how the members could stop any

future installment payments that were not beneficial, but could not obtain a refund. All of them

occurred after the member's disability. Based on my review of all of the 3,528 pages of

Touchpoint entries, 1 did not find any similar disclosure of §21037, "no refunds" or other

elements of the waiver letters that were disclosed to members by CalPERS employees before the

member invested in military/airtime.

82. There is no evidence that Horton informed any safety member of the risk before

contracting.

Analysis of Horton's Entries in the Touchpoint Entries for the "Total Loss" Subclass

83. Horton authored Touchpoint entries concerning 10 of the "total loss" members.

Copies of all of those entries are attached in Exhibit 6.

84. The relevant Touchpoint entries for seven of the "total loss" members were all

prepared after the member was disabled and after Horton or other CalPERS employees sent them

the Government Code §21037 waiver letters. (Exhibit 15.) All of this occurred long after
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investment. (Exhibit 6, Bates Nos. CALPERS 065023,065560, 065561,065562, 065693,

065694,065696, 065990,066325,066326, 067296, and 067297.)

85. The Touchpoint entries for an eighth "total loss" member concemed a CalPERS

member who invested in military/airtime without any warning or disclosure, later retired with

IDR, and then got a State Assembly member's office involved when he was told by CalPERS

that he would receive a very small "benefit" from his investment and so would not let him

terminate the contract and get his investment funds back. Horton spoke a number of times to the

Assembly member's office staff about the issues. All of this occurred long afiter investment.

(Exhibit 6, Bates Nos. CALPERS 065076 and 065078.)

86. The Touchpoint entries for a ninth "total loss" member concemed Morton's

communications with a member who filed an appeal of CalPERS' denial of his request to cancel

his military/airtime investment contract because he felt it was not benefiting him. Again, this

occurred long after investment. (Exhibit 6, Bates Nos. CALPERS 065992,065993,065994, and

065995.)

87. The final Touchpoint entry is for a "total loss" member where Horton noted that

she had approved the rollover of tax-deferred money from the member's 401(k) as well as a

second check consisting of pre-tax monies to invest in airtime. Although Morton's approval of the

payments constituted an essential element in the "contracting" between the member and

CalPERS for investment in military/airtime, Morton's Touchpoint entry says nothing about the

fact that none of the prior Touchpoint entries contained any warning or disclosure about the risk

of loss, "no refunds" or other detriments of the military/airtime investment. (Exhibit 6, Bates No

CalPERS 067772.)

CalPERS Again Produced Touchpoint Entries on 26 Irrelevant Aow-Class Members

88. In addition to producing the 3,528 pages of Touchpoint entries on "total loss"

subclass members, CalPERS also re-produced select Touchpoint entries for 26 individuals who

are not members of the putative class but this time in the same format as the 3,528 pages of

relevant Touchpoint entries. These are the same 26 Touchpoint entries that CalPERS previously

}roduced and that the Court later opined were irrelevant because they are not records of class
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members.

89. On July 25, 2018,1 asked CalPERS to withdraw the records because they cover

non-class members and are therefore irrelevant to certification. On July 26, 2018, Edward

Gregory, counsel for CalPERS, refused to do so, just as he had refused to withdraw them the first

time CalPERS produced them.

90. Instead, Mr. Gregory said that "CalPERS believes the sample touch points are

relevant and has provided them to you as a courtesy because it may use them."

91. Based on Mr. Gregory's statement, 1 believe that CalPERS intends to argue that

those 26 Touchpoint records are somehow relevant to the issue of what, if any, warnings were

given to those who are members of the putative class.

92. However, none of the 26 have been identified by CalPERS as putative class

members in Marzec et al v. CalPERS, Hammond, Jackson or the other proposed class actions. It

appears that none of the 26 individuals even fit the fact pattern alleged in the Marzec lawsuit (no

warnings prior to investment, then later retired with IDR and lost some or all of their investment

funds). If CalPERS believed they were part of the class, CalPERS should have included them in

CalPERS' December 2016 confidential chart.

93. Because these 26 individuals are not part of the putative class, I do not believe

their Touchpoint entries have any relevance to the Court's decision on certification of the class in

the Marzec case and Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court disregard them as irrelevant.

94. Even if the Court were to consider the Touchpoint entries for the 26 non-class

members, I believe that such entries actually buttress Plaintiffs' foundational claim in the

Supplemental Brief—that (a) CalPERS did not provide oral disclosures or warnings except in

unusual readily identified circumstances and (b) in the unusual circumstance where a disclosure

occurred, CalPERS employees were then required to memorialize the substance of those

disclosures or warnings in the Touchpoint entries.

Identification of Others in the Putative Class

95. Mindy Fox testified that it is a simple ministerial matter to find, review, and

organize all Touchpoint entries for a given CalPERS member in a couple minutes based on their
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unique CalPERS ID number. (Exhibit 12, 32:14-33:14.) She also testified that all of the

Touchpoints are in chronological order {Ibid.), so it would be easy to determine the date a

member invested in military/airtime and then search all Touchpoints prior to that date to see if

there are any disclosures about the risks of investment and no refunds.

96. Most of the Touchpoint entries produced by CalPERS were irrelevant, including

as most members invested in military/airtime early in their careers, and thus at the chronological

start of the Touchpoint entries, and later entries occurred after contracting.

97. Furthermore, 1 deposed Anthony Suine, one of CalPERS senior management

officials, on February28,2017 in the case of Kesterson, et al. v. CalPERS, Los Angeles Superior

Court case no. BC502628.1 asked Mr. Suine about the ability to search CalPERS' computer

databases for things like the date of disability determination, retirement date, etc. Mr. Suine

testified that CalPERS' database, including the converted Touchpoint notes in MyCalPERS, are

searchable. 1 have attached a copy of the cover page and relevant portions of the Suine

deposition transcript as Exhibit 14.

98. Moreover, CalPERS has already demonstrated that it can search its records to

determine factors such as CalPERS ID number. Election date, amount of investment, whether the

individual invested by lump sum or on an installment plan, the date the individual was

determined to be industrially disabled, the date of retirement, and other relevant factors because

it located precisely those variables when it compiled its December 2016 confidential chart

identifying putative class members who invested on or after January 1, 2003 and retired prior to

December 2016.

99. This means it is a simple matter for CalPERS to identify all other potential

members of the class, including those who invested prior to 2003, those who retired after the

point the December 2016 confidential chart was prepared, or anyone who invested in

military/airtime but has not yet retired on IDR and may suffer the same harms as those already

identified as members of the putative class.

100. The Touchpoint policies have been in effect since at least 1998 when Fox began

work at CalPERS (Exhibit 12, 57:7-58:19), and probably earlier in that at least one of the Staff
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Arguments in Exhibit 11 describes CalPERS' review of Touchpoint entries for appellant Jolie

Caughey dating back to 1997. (Exhibit 11, pg. 3.)

101. Once such additional class members are identified, their Touchpoint entries can

be searched to find and identify individuals in the class, including those that may have received

warnings prior to investment. Thus, there are no statistical, due process or manageability issues.

Horton's Testimony Supports Delayed Discovery and Delayed Accrual of Plaintiffs' Claims

102. Nova Horton's testimony directly refutes CalPERS' contention that members slept

on their rights, delayed, failed to sue timely, or otherwise are barred or waived their rights to sue

or proceed.

103. Horton identified the document attached as Exhibit 15 as a letter and waiver form

sent to individuals who retire with IDR and are still making installment payments on their

investment. (Exhibit 13,220:1-221:3.) Exhibit 15 was also attached to Plaintiffs Reply in

support of their class certification motion as Exhibit 2, bearing Bates Nos. CalPERS 047234-

047235 and the form waiver is in Exhibits 7 and 8 in the Second Declaration of John Jensen

filed concurrently.

104. Horton testified that it was part of her job to offer appeal rights to CalPERS

members, but that there were no appeal rights offered in conjunction with the waiver letter in

Exhibit 15. (Exhibit 13,221:4-223:12.)

105. Horton further testified that if appeal rights were given, this would be done in

writing. {Ibid.) Exhibit 15 contains no notice of appeal rights, nor has CalPERS produced any

evidence that appeal rights were offered.

Explanation of Abbreviations in CalPERS' Touchpoint Entries

106. In order to assist the Court in understanding the Touchpoint entries, I supply the

meaning of various abbreviations or acronyms that are commonly used by CalPERS employees

in Touchpoint. Attached as Exhibit 16 is a list of abbreviations, acronyms and their referents that

1 prepared on September 5, 2018 from the Touchpoint entries and from my experience.

Authentication of Exhibits

107. The document attached hereto as Exhibit 1 is a true and correct copy of a multi-
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page demonstrative chart that 1 prepared on September 5,2018 to summarize my findings after

reviewing all of the 3,528 pages of Touchpoint entries for the "total loss" subclass.

108. The documents attached hereto as Exhibit 2 are true and correct copies of the full

Touchpoint entries for the six separate class members who received deficient and inadequate

disclosures before contracting for military/airtime, bearing Bates Nos. CALPERS 064274-

064317, 064318-064335,064607-064624,064724-064780, 067367-067386, and 067774-

067784. These documents were produced to Plaintiffs by CalPERS between July 25 and August

4,2018.

109. The documents attached hereto as Exhibit 3 are true and correct copies of the full

Touchpoint entries for the three class members who received arguably meaningful warnings

before contracting for military/airtime, bearing Bates Nos. CALPERS 064724-064780, 067367-

064386, and 067774-067784. These documents were produced to Plaintiffs by CalPERS between

July 25 and August 4,2018.

110. The documents attached hereto as Exhibit 4 are true and correct copies of a

portion of the Touchpoint entries for a CalPERS member and bearing Bates Nos. CALPERS

064721-064722, 065431-065432, 066111-066117, and 067210-067215. These documents were

produced to Plaintiffs by CalPERS between July 25 and August 4,2018.

111. The documents attached hereto as Exhibit 5 are true and correct copies of

Touchpoint entries authored by Mindy Fox concerning four separate class members, bearing

Bates Nos. CALPERS 064830,066523,066923, 066924, 066927,067699, and 067700. These

documents were produced to Plaintiffs by CalPERS between July 25 and August 4,2018.

112. The documents attached hereto as Exhibit 6 are true and correct copies of

Touchpoint entries authored by Nova Horton concerning ten separate class members, bearing

Bates Nos. CALPERS 065023,065076, 065078, 065560,065561,065562, 065694,065696,

065990, 065992,065993, 065994,065995, 066325, 066326,067296,067297, and 067772.

These documents were produced to Plaintiffs by CalPERS between July 25 and August 4,2018

113. The document attached hereto as Exhibit 7 is a true and correct copy of an

August 22,2003 Circular Letter from CalPERS that discusses the creation and purposes of its
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new Workflow information system. I downloaded the Circular Letter from the CalPERS website

at https://www.calpers.ca.gOv/docs/circular-letters/2003/200-l 12-03.pdf on or about May 8,

2018.

114. The document attached hereto as Exhibit 8 is a true and correct copy of a

document titled "Call Documentation Guide" bearing Bates Nos. CALPERS 064026-064054.

CalPERS produced this document to Plaintiffs on May 21,2018.

115. The document attached hereto as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of a

document titled "Course: Writing Notes in MyCalPERS, Facilitator's Guide" bearing Bates Nos.

CALPERS 064060-064101. CalPERS produced this document to Plaintiffs on May 21, 2018.

116. The document attached hereto as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of a

document titled "Course: Writing Notes in MyCalPERS, Learner Guide" bearing Bates Nos.

CALPERS 064102-064128. CalPERS produced this document to Plaintiffs on May 21, 2018.

117. The documents attached hereto as Exhibit 11 are true and correct copies of the

cover sheets and the relevant pages of seven (7) separate Proposed Decisions, Staff Arguments,

Final Decisions, and transcripts of administrative or Board hearings prepared as part of

administrative appeals by CalPERS members. I downloaded each of the documents on or about

May 8,2018, from CalPERS' website at http://www.calpers.ca.gov.

118. The documents attached hereto as Exhibit 12 are true and correct copies of the

cover sheet and relevant pages of the deposition of Mindy Fox, which I took on May 24,2018.

119. The documents attached hereto as Exhibit 13 are true and correct copies of the

cover sheet and relevant pages of the deposition of Nova Horton, which I took on June 12,2018.

120. The documents attached hereto as Exhibit 14 are true and correct copies of the

cover sheet and relevant pages of the deposition of Anthony Suine, which I took on February 28,

2017, in the case of Kesterson, el al. v. CalPERS, Los Angeles Superior Court case no.

BC502628.

121. The document attached hereto as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of a two-

page cover letter and waiver form for suspension of installment payments produced by CalPERS

in discovery to Plaintiffs, bearing Bates Nos. CalPERS 047234-047235.
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122. The document attached hereto as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of a chart!

prepared on September 5,2018, of common abbreviations used by CalPERS employees in

Touchpoint entries.

Under penalty of perjury, I hereby declare that all statements made herein of my own

knowledge are true and that all statements made on information and belief are believed to be

true.

DATED: September 5,2018

ensen.^BN 176813
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